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As the children read these books, they will start learning numbers, shapes, colours and opposites without noticing! They show characters facing challenges that they eventually overcome with the help of their friends. They also teach children the importance of friendship and helping others.

•Shapes
•Colours
•Numbers
•Opposites

His friend the crab sees that he is sad and gives him some 

advice:“Maybe if you stopped moving around so much,
it would be easier.” So Alfie stops moving and…

… triangular bubbles come out of his mouth!
“That’s a bit better, but it’s still not right,” sighs the little fish.

By now, Lucille has searched all over the garden 
without finding Cara. She really has vanished.
“How can this have happened?” thinks the ladybird,
all sad.

At that moment, she bumps into the earthworm, who is 
whistling away to himself. He’s all smiles as he is really 
happy. His babies have just been born. He is a father!

“Come on, hurry up now and dry off. I really don’t want 
to be late!” she commands.The chicks wonder why their 

mother is in such a rush.The hen races back through the farmyard with her 9 chicks 

in hot pursuit.They reach the henhouse just in time to see…

A little further on, the chameleon spots a tree 
with a single red flower right at the top.
“It’s so high!” he thinks as he climbs. “Be careful,” warns his friend the baboon.

Just as Leon gets hold of the flower, the branch cracks.
He squeezes his eyes shut in alarm as he falls.Thankfully,

the baboon jumps up and catches him in full flight, returning 

him gently to firm ground. “Thank you! You saved my life!”
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It is scorching hot! Big Mama guides the herd towards  

a waterhole. Badou looks on in amazement:

“What are those strange animals?” His big sister explains 

that they are giraffes. “What a long neck you have!”  

“All the better for spotting lions at a distance!  

And watch out – there are two coming now!”  

Before setting off in search of another source of water,

Big Mama thanks the giraffes for their help.

It is breeding season. Mila notices that Neo, one of  

the other dolphins, is often to be found playing nearby. Neo is a born acrobat. Nothing is too much when it comes 

to impressing Mila! Mila and Neo enjoy playing and jumping 

over the waves. They make a lovely couple!

• Touching stories• Wonderful illustrations•  Family & solidarity values
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Another unique story series of 4 titles that recounts not only 

the amazing and authentic relation between baby animals 

and their parents but, also with other members of the same 

species. It describes the strong bonds forged between the 

young animals and the groups which help them to safely 

grow up. Really cute and beautifully illustrated stories that will not 

only entertain our young readers but will also reveal some 

true facts about nature and animal life!

Reference: P0143

•  4 titles
•  24 pages + cover•  200 x 200 mm

Family Life STORIES 

Story Books
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• 4 titles

• 24 pages + cover

• Size: 200 x 200 mm

Reference: P0146

My first… Educational Story Books

PICTURE BOOKS

• Each story focuses on an educational first step

• Adorable illustrations

• Motivational for children

MY FIRST SHAPES WITH ALFIE

The little fish

who can’t make

round bubbles

MY FIRST NUMBERS
 WITH CARRIE

The hen on 

the hunt for

her nine chicks

MY FIRST OPPOSITES WITH LUCILLE

The ladybird 

who’s lost without 

her friend

MY FIRST COLOURS WITH LEON

The chameleon

who can’t

change colour
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More	info	

“Oh no! How will we get past this fence?” cries Goldilocks.
“Over it or under it,” says Daddy Bear. “It’s up to you!”

Mummy Bear and Daddy Bear jump the fence like acrobats. 
Goldilocks and Baby Bear decide to crawl under it like 
snakes!

With a chuckle, her mother says,
“My love, the storm has passed! You’ll need to change again. 
The sky is blue, the sun is shining.”

“You’re going to be far too warm now – and your umbrella 
will scare the birds!”

... Hansel and Gretel come running up.
“Hello, you greedy things!”

“Our cottage is full of holes! We need your help. You’ve had 
the feast – now it’s time for some hard work!”

He simply calls over his shoulder:
“Hurry up, she’s waiting for us!”
And 1, 2, 3, 4 curious dwarfs are now following him, 
all wondering: “Who’s waiting for us?”

They cross the stream on a tree trunk that serves 
as a bridge.
The frogs are angry and jump up and down.
“Ribbit, ribbit, what a hubbub! We’re trying to nap here!”

•		Stories	with	imbedded	
educational	topics

•		Well-known	characters	from	
classic	fairy	tales	

•	New	style

Learn	about
Colours, Numbers, 
    Shapes  
& Opposites

P0162

4	titles		
200	x	200	mm

24	pages
Hard	cover

Delivery	 SEP	2024	
Material		 01/03/2024
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Concept and layout: 
Tania de Brito 

Story:
Claire Bertholet

Illustrations:
Laura Penone 
(Leaf Agency) 

•Rose and the Flowers
•Not bad at a l l
•The broken Toy
• Itchy Buddies
•At Granny and Grandad’s
•At the Farm

6 Titles in this series :

Discover all the adventures of 
Rose, Colin and Nuts the squirrel.

A collection full of tenderness that teaches children
how to take care of themselves and others around them.

Be a sunshine in the world!

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.

The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly

different from the printing
quality of this dummy.
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Covers_Little_Sunshine.indd   2 12/01/23   17:47

“It’s like a treasure trove up here!” Rose exclaims, clapping her hands with 
glee.
Nuts explores all the nooks and crannies, but the dust sets off his sneezing 
again. Achoo! Poor Nuts.

“What a mess!” Granny remarks.
“We could tidy it up next Wednesday,” suggests Colin.
“It’s a date! And Grandad and I can use the opportunity to tell you some 
stories about these old objects.”

ATCHOO
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Happy
Life Stories

P0161

6 titles
200 x 200 mm

32 pages

4 OTHER THEMES:



More info 

Uncle Francis wastes no time in setting them to work. He asks them to start 
by feeding the animals.
“You need to give clover to the rabbits,” he explains, “and grain to  
the chickens…”.
“And don’t forget to collect any eggs they have laid,” adds Aunt Marie.

In the hen house, Nuts plays with the chicks while the hens peck at  
the children’s ankles. Eek, that tickles!

Next, Rose, Colin, Martin and Nuts go to check on the goats.  
The naughty little things are really acting up: they are climbing on  
everything and trying to jump over their pen. Fortunately, Marko, Francis 
and Marie’s dog, is there to help the friends round them up.

Always up for food, greedy Nuts appears in the kitchen.  
After his antics with the pastels, he gets to work with the flour. But it tickles 
his whiskers: achoo!

Intrigued by all the laughter, Rose and Granny join Colin and Grandad in 
the kitchen.
“It certainly smells good in here!” exclaims Granny.
“The cake will be ready in 45 minutes,” says Colin.
While they wait, they do the washing up together.

FLOUR
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• Clear & bright illustrations
• Endearing characters
• Short, lively stories
•  Embedded positive values:

responsibility, empathy, kindness…

https://catalog.caramel.be/index.php/product/p0161-little-sunshine/


Meet 

&
Heather
Ralph

P0159

4 titles
200 x 200 mm

Hard cover
24 pages



“Is everyone packed?” Heather asks her friends Ralph, Margot 
and Claudia. “Let’s get going then! We’re off to camp by the lake. 
We have picnics, evenings around the campfire and nights under 
canvas to look forward to.”

After a long hike, everyone is pleased to reach the lake. 
Ralph, the handyman of the group, sets about putting up the tents. 
Heather makes a fire. 

Heather decides to brave the cold and ventures out into the forest.
The ground is frozen, making her slip despite her little claws. 
Ralph and the other forest animals have come out too.
But Ms Wooller’s shop is empty. No one has been able to make 
the usual grocery deliveries. There’s nothing left!

“What can we do?” Heather asks Gordon the goat, 
the oldest and wisest inhabitant of the forest.
The old goat closes his eyes as if to think... 
Ah no, he has fallen asleep!

More info 

•  Comparable life 
stories

• Hard cover
•  Living together 

collection



Ref.: P0158

• 2 titles
•  48 pages + cover
(self-ending)

•Hard cover
• 195 x 242 mm
• Case bound sewn

• Our favourite pets
• 2 in 1: a story and an informative guide
• A quiz to test the child’s knowledge

Welcome, Little Cat & Dog
PICTURE

a.

a.

a.

a.

b.

b.

b.

b.

c.

c.

c.

c.

a. b. c.

a. b. c.

Quiz
1. Which of these cats is a Persian?

2. How long does a mother cat feed her kittens?
a. 4 to 6 days b. 4 to 6 months     c. 40 to 60 days

3. Can you spot the kitten here?

4. How does a cat’s sense of smell compare to ours?
a. It is not as well developed as ours.
b. It is about the same as ours.
c. It is 10 times better than ours.

5. Which of these foods must a cat never eat?

6. Which of these claws belong to a cat?

7. What is a cat’s weakest sense?
a. Taste
b. Touch
c. Smell

8. Which of these is a cat’s tail?

9. What might a cat’s ‘sixth sense’ help it do?
a. Sense an earthquake before it happens
b. See ghosts
c. See in the dark

10. Who should you take your cat to when it is ill?

42 43

“Dad, look! Come and meet the kitten we have adopted,” 
says Gabriel. “Isn’t he just adorable?!”
“He certainly is. Hello, there! Do you have a name yet?” 
asks Dad.
“Gabriel and I have agreed to call him Tom,” replies Louise.

Tom is a curious little cat. He wastes no time in getting 
to know his new home.

“Meet Ralph,” says Gabriel. “He is really nice – you’ll see.” 
Mum and Dad had felt sure, before agreeing to a kitten, 
that their dog would get along well with a new feline 
friend as he really likes Grandma’s cat.

8 9

Cat development

At around 8 days old,  
a kitten’s eyes will  
open and it will try  
to stand up.

At 6 weeks of age, a kitten is a ball  
of energy. It is very curious and  
wants to explore its environment.  
It plays a lot and is incredibly lively.

At between 2 and 3 weeks 
of age, the kitten is able to 
stand on all fours. It also 
learns to sit and begins to 
explore outside its basket. 
Its eyesight is much better 
by now.

The mother cat teaches her 
kittens a great deal, and they 
are always keen to copy her 
– whether she is grooming, 
lapping up milk or hunting…

Between 22 and 30 days, the kitten 
will follow its mother to the litter 
tray, play with its brothers and 
sisters, and start to groom itself.  
At a month old, it can be 
introduced to solid food.

If a kitten is in contact 
with people from birth, it 
will become domesticated 
very quickly and will be an 
affectionate member of the 
family.

30 31



Welcome, Little Cat & Dog

These 2 books celebrate the 
special bond between children 
and their pets, a bond that 
brings not only great joy but 
also responsibilities. To support 
children in this journey of 
discovery, each book contains 
2 parts: a beautifully illustrated 
story and a reference guide 
full of photos. These 2 unique 
books are jam-packed with 
useful information to help both 
kids and their parents take care 
of their four-legged friends!

dans le jardin, Louise et Gabriel jouent avec Ralph. 
Présenter plusieurs vignettes sur cette double page, avec chaque fois le petit 

texte qui leur correspond.

On peut déplacer les textes.

Louise lance un bout de bois.
Ralph démarre avec le bout de bois qui vole au-dessus de lui. 

Le bout de bois tombe dans un buisson, Ralph le cherche en remuant la queue.

Ralph court avec le bout de bois dans la gueule. 
Louise court derrière lui.

Dessins :
Ralph évite Gabriel qui essaie de l’attraper. 

Gabriel est déséquilibré et tombe assis dans une 
flaque de boue.

Ralph vient le lécher sur le visage, Gabriel fait la 
grimace. Louise est morte de rire.

Back at home, Louise and her brother play with Ralph 
in the garden.

“Where’s the stick, Ralph? Can you get it?”

“Fetch, Ralph!  
Come on boy,  
fetch!”

The overexcited little dog 
trips Gabriel up. He falls into 
a muddy puddle!

“Ha, ha, ha! Ralph has got you all dirty, Gabriel!”

18 19

Fascinating facts

Newborn Dalmatians are totally 
white. Their black spots only 
appear 3 to 4 weeks later.

The Xoloitzcuintle is a 
Mexican breed that is 
completely hairless.

Dogs only sweat through the pads 
under their paws.

Dogs can be jealous. If you  
stroke another dog or a cat,  
your dog may nuzzle its way  
in to get its fair share of 
attention!

Just like us, dogs dream.  
You may hear your four-legged 
friend whimpering while it 
sleeps. Sometimes they even 
move their paws as if they are 
trying to run!

We have recently discovered that, 
thanks to their sense of smell, dogs 
are capable of detecting certain 
medical conditions, such as cancer.

The Chow Chow has a blue tongue!

To drink, a dog curls its tongue 
backwards to form a type of 
spoon. This is how it lifts the 

water to its mouth.

The following facts might surprise you.

38 39



Ref.: P0157

• 4 titles
•  24 pages + cover
(self-ending)

•Hard cover
• 200 x 200 mm
• Case bound sewn

  Lacey the Ladybird
  Gail the Snail

• Already a bestselling series of 12 books
• More than 1.5 million copies sold in 20+ languages
• Sweet and lovable animal characters
• Charming stories that children can relate to

Small but Useful
PICTURE

2 PREVIOUS TITLES:

Discover the adventures of Henry, an adorable little 
hedgehog who feels very lonely. Sad of being always 
by himself, he decides to look for new friends. But 

Henry scares everyone with all the needles on his back! 
Nobody wants to be his friend until one day when….

A wonderful story which also reveals 
the usefulness of small animals in nature…

IN THE SAME SERIES:

AUTHOR: VERONICA PODESTA
ILLUSTRATOR: MONICA PIERAZZI MITRI

Discover the adventures 
of Ana, bla bla blabla bla bla

bla bla blabla bla bla bla bla blabla bla bla
bla bla blabla bla bla bla bla blabla

bla bla blabla bla bla.

A wonderful story which also reveals 
the usefulness of small animals in nature...

AUTHOR : 
VERONICA PODESTA

ILLUSTRATOR : 
MONICA PIERAZZI MITRI

IN THE SAME SERIES:
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Discover the adventures 
of Niki, bla bla blabla bla bla

bla bla blabla bla bla bla bla blabla bla bla
bla bla blabla bla bla bla bla blabla.

 A wonderful story which also reveals 
the usefulness of small animals in nature..

IN THE SAME SERIES:

AUTHOR : VERONICA PODESTA
ILLUSTRATOR : MONICA PIERAZZI MITRI
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Discover the adventures of Amy, 
bla bla blabla bla bla bla bla 

blabla bla bla bla bla blabla bla bla bla 
bla bla bla bla bla bla bla blabla

bla bla blabla bla bla..
A wonderful story which also 

reveals the usefulness of 
small animals in nature..

IN THE SAME SERIES:

AUTHOR : VERONICA PODESTA
ILLUSTRATOR : MONICA PIERAZZI MITRI
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After a long drought, it has finally rained in the woods.  
Henry discovers, much to his surprise, that underneath his tree  
some beautiful flowers have bloomed. The hard-working bee  
flies from one flower to the other collecting nectar. 

– You saved my life! All of these flowers grew thanks 
to the seeds you carried around between your spines.  

You even stopped the slugs from eating them.



Small but Useful

We have added 2 new titles to 
our bestselling series, which now 
numbers 14 books!
Find out what adventures these 
small animals get up to as they 
go about their busy lives. 
This cute educational series will 
not only fascinate little ones but 
teach them how helpful these 
small creatures are to Mother 
Nature! 

And as for the ants, they move forward in tight, 
well organised formations. “One, two! One, two!”
Gail, though, is still as slow as ever.

Things have been picking up pace in the garden lately. 
Spring has sprung and everyone seems extremely busy. 
The bumblebees buzz around, the honeybees flap 
their wings, the ladybirds gobble up aphids.

Before she goes for a lie-down to let her meal settle, the ants 
congratulate her. “Well done, Lacey! Thanks to you, the nasturtiums 
are saved and there are still enough aphids to produce our honeydew.”

Lacey does not need asking twice. In no time at all, the little ladybird 
is back on the nasturtiums feasting on aphids. By the end of the day, 
Lacey has gobbled up about 150 of them!

It’s about time to clean the house , make sure everything is in its place , 
tidy and freshen! To do it all… bzzzzzzzz ,bzzzzzzzzzz , she flaps her wings , 
moving them as fast as a fan.

With the honeycomb fresh and clean , Buzzy devotes herself  
to making honey. Of all her chores , this is the one she likes the most.



• 6 titles

• 32 pages (self-ending)

• Hard cover

• 168 x 220 mm

Ref.: P0155 

 

• Captivating stories
• 2 reading levels
• Little dictionary
• Comprehension test

Level 1 :

• Chef Suculus and the Mystery
of the Missing Cheese

• Augustine’s Dream
• A Martian in Martin’s Garden

Little Readers
STORY

Level 2 :

• Thumbelina and the Mysteries
of the New School Year

• Gabriel and the Crescent
Moons

• Phil and the Infernal Machine

The Little Readers Collection is full of surprises that will make 
children love to read.
The two reading levels will allow children to progress at their own 
pace.
The little dictionary and the reading comprehension test at the end 
of the book allow a complete reading experience.

Mrs Loyale was once a horsewoman, 
and now announces the acts from up 
on her horse.

The once fire-breather, now canon 
man flies off in a cloud of smoke and 
flames.



Ref.: P0154

• 4 titles
•  32 pages + cover
(self-ending)

• Hard cover
• 195 x 220 mm
• Case bound sewn

Foreseen publication : 
May 2022

Deadline for material : 
1st December 2021

• Popular characters
• Bright illustrations
• Short stories

Children’s Classics
PICTURE

Meanwhile, Baloo and Bagheera had crept into the ruins 
of the temple to free Mowgli. But they were spotted by one 

of the monkeys, who began to scream: “Intruders!”

A big fight broke out! The monkeys set off in pursuit of Bagheera 
and Baloo, who managed to grab Mowgli and flee. In the chaos, 

though, Baloo crashed into one of the temple walls. The ruins began 
to crack and crumble before disappearing in a cloud of dust.

As expected, Peter Pan rushed to Mermaid Lagoon  
with Wendy to rescue his friend Tiger Lily.

“Swords at the ready, Hook!” shouted the young boy.

After a memorable battle, Peter succeeded  
in rescuing Tiger Lily and Wendy cheered loudly.

“Oh, Peter,” she cried, “how wonderful!”



Children’s Classics

Well-known classics but forever popular! These abridged stories, 
brought to life with new illustrations, will transport young 
readers into the wonderful world of these legendary heroes. 
The accompanying QR codes provide a digital way for 
children to test their motricity and observation skills, or 
simply to listen to the stories. 

Once upon a time, in a small village in Italy, there lived a poor, 
old carpenter named Gepetto. Gepetto had always lived alone, 

but he dreamed of having a child. One day, he decided to 
make a puppet to keep him company, so he searched for the 

most beautiful piece of wood in his wood store to carve it from.

Beautifully carved and painted, Gepetto’s puppet was finally 
ready. ‘I will call him Pinocchio,’ decided the old man.

‘Hello there!’ the wooden boy called out. Gepetto watched in 
astonishment as Pinocchio began to move and speak.

One day, Robin received a message from one of his men  
who was keeping watch:

“A convoy led by the Sheriff of Nottingham is approaching  
the forest!”

Without a moment’s hesitation, Robin and his friends 
climbed up into the trees to lie in wait.
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Meet Billy – the gentle little dragon 
with a very big heart. As you know, 
dragons generally breathe fire. Not 
Billy, though. Indeed, he is a water-
breathing dragon! And with beavers 
for parents, you could certainly say 
that Billy is one of a kind…

Ref.: P0153

•  4 titles

•  24 pages + cover     

•  Size: 200 x 200 mm 

Foreseen publication:  
May 2021

Deadline for material:  
1st January 2021

Billy the Dragon
PICTURE

• Amazing short stories
• Clear and bright illustrations
•  Stories carrying strong values  

(tolerance, family, friendship…)
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Stories: Olivier Dupin - Illustrations: DGPH Studio 
Idea and layout: Luna and Tania de Brito

Meet Billy – the gentle little dragon with a very big heart.  
As you know, dragons generally breathe fire. Not Billy, though.  
He is a water-breathing dragon! And with beavers for parents,  

you could certainly say that Billy is one of a kind...

Today, Billy makes an unusual discovery: a strange blue-and-brown egg  
floating in the river. He wastes no time in setting out to find its owner.

A series that encourages your children to develop strong values.

Friendship

Tolerance
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This is a digitally printed dummy.
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printed books might be slightly
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Meet Billy – the gentle little dragon with a very big heart.  
As you know, dragons generally breathe fire. Not Billy, though.  
He is a water-breathing dragon! And with beavers for parents,  

you could certainly say that Billy is one of a kind...

Today is the day of the ‘Mr or Miss Forest’ contest. A unicorn wins it  
every year without fail. But that doesn’t stop Billy from entering!

A series that encourages your children to develop strong values.

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.

The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly

different from the printing
quality of this dummy.
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Meet Billy – the gentle little dragon with a very big heart.  
As you know, dragons generally breathe fire. Not Billy, though.  
He is a water-breathing dragon! And with beavers for parents,  

you could certainly say that Billy is one of a kind...

Today, Billy wants to be a superhero. The problem is that behind  
every good superhero, there is a… super-villain!

A series that encourages your children to develop strong values.

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.

The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly

different from the printing
quality of this dummy.
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Meet Billy – the gentle little dragon with a very big heart.  
As you know, dragons generally breathe fire. Not Billy, though.  
He is a water-breathing dragon! And with beavers for parents,  

you could certainly say that Billy is one of a kind...

Today, Billy meets the legendary Inspector Fox, the forest’s most famous detective.  
The young dragon decides to lend him a hand… but this is an investigation with a twist!

A series that encourages your children to develop strong values.

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.

The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly

different from the printing
quality of this dummy.
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Each night, before Billy goes to sleep, he closes his book and blows 

out his candle. This is a bit strange, really, as most dragons light 

candles by blowing on them…

Not Billy, though. This funny little dragon doesn’t breathe fire.  

He breathes water!  

Tonight, Billy is in the middle of reading a cool superhero comic. And 

no sooner does he close his eyes than he starts dreaming about being 

a superhero himself. In the morning, his mind is made up:

he is GOING to be a superhero!

It has to be said that having a dragon around the house comes in very 

handy for a beaver family. Billy is already big and strong and, even 

better, he is a water-breathing dragon! He uses his powerful jet to roll 

large logs into the river.

Just as Billy finishes his repair work, he spots something  

floating nearby. He dives into the water and swims, beaver-like,  

towards the object. It turns out to be an egg!
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• 4 titles

• 24 pages + cover

• Size: 200 x 200 mm

Reference: P0146

My first… Educational Story Books
PICTURE BOOKS

• Each story focuses on an educational first step
• Adorable illustrations
• Motivational for children

MY FIRST SHAPES WITH ALFIE

The little fish 
who can’t make 
round bubbles

MY FIRST NUMBERS WITH CARRIE

The hen on 
the hunt for 

her nine chicks

MY FIRST OPPOSITES WITH LUCILLE

The ladybird 
who’s lost without 

her friend

MY FIRST COLOURS WITH LEON

The chameleon 
who can’t 

change colour
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As the children read these books, 
they will start learning numbers, 
shapes, colours and opposites 
without noticing! They show 
characters facing challenges that 
they eventually overcome with 
the help of their friends. They also 
teach children the importance of 
friendship and helping others.

• Shapes
• Colours
• Numbers
• Opposites

His friend the crab sees that he is sad and gives him some 
advice:  “Maybe if you stopped moving around so much, 
it would be easier.”
So Alfie stops moving and…

… triangular bubbles come out of his mouth!
“That’s a bit better, but it’s still not right,” sighs the little fish.

By now, Lucille has searched all over the garden 
without finding Cara. She really has vanished. 
“How can this have happened?” thinks the ladybird, 
all sad.

At that moment, she bumps into the earthworm, who is 
whistling away to himself. He’s all smiles as he is really 
happy. His babies have just been born. He is a father!

“Come on, hurry up now and dry off. I really don’t want 
to be late!” she commands. The chicks wonder why their 
mother is in such a rush.

The hen races back through the farmyard with her 9 chicks 
in hot pursuit. They reach the henhouse just in time to see…

A little further on, the chameleon spots a tree 
with a single red flower right at the top. 
“It’s so high!” he thinks as he climbs.
“Be careful,” warns his friend the baboon.

Just as Leon gets hold of the flower, the branch cracks. 
He squeezes his eyes shut in alarm as he falls. Thankfully, 
the baboon jumps up and catches him in full flight, returning 
him gently to firm ground. 
“Thank you! You saved my life!”



It is scorching hot! Big Mama guides the herd towards  
a waterhole. Badou looks on in amazement:  

“What are those strange animals?” His big sister explains 
that they are giraffes.

“What a long neck you have!”  
“All the better for spotting lions at a distance!  
And watch out – there are two coming now!”  

Before setting off in search of another source of water,  
Big Mama thanks the giraffes for their help.

It is breeding season. Mila notices that Neo, one of  
the other dolphins, is often to be found playing nearby.

Neo is a born acrobat. Nothing is too much when it comes 
to impressing Mila! Mila and Neo enjoy playing and jumping 

over the waves. They make a lovely couple!

• Touching stories
• Wonderful illustrations
•  Family & solidarity 

values

4

Another unique story series of 4 titles that recounts not only 
the amazing and authentic relation between baby animals 
and their parents but, also with  other members of the same 
species. It describes the strong bonds forged between the 
young animals and the groups which help them to safely 
grow up. 
Really cute and beautifully illustrated stories that will not 
only entertain our young readers but will also reveal some 
true facts about nature and animal life!

Reference: P0143

•  4 titles

•  24 pages + cover

•  200 x 200 mm

Family Life STORIES 



Disappointed, Tim watches Victor climb into the 
car of the rollercoaster. He is sad that he can’t go 
with him.
Victor also thinks that it is a shame.
“Wait right here until I come back down, won’t 
you?” he asks him kindly.
Then he sits down in the car and sets off on a 
crazy race on the rails high up in the sky above 
the amusement park. Victor finds that it’s great 
fun, but he holds tightly onto the bar.
It goes so fast!

That did not go unnoticed by Captain Black 
Truffle, who quickly ran up to the two friends.
“Hurrah! You’ve found my treasure. That’s really 
nice of you!”
Black Truffle opened the chest that was bursting 
with pieces of gold and jewels sparkling in the 
sun.
“You are my best friends for life!” Exclaimed  
the pirate happily patting Victor on the back…

Safely installed in the chair, Victor presses the red button and 
the chair glides swiftly up the rails.
When Victor and Tim reach the top, Billy proudly introduces 
them to his most recent invention:
“Meet my newest creation: Beep-Beep the robot.”
“A robot? Cool!” says Victor.
“What can he do?” asks Tim, intrigued.
“Let me show you,” replies Billy, grabbing the remote control.

• BIND-UP – 6 titles
• 195 x 220 mm
•  48 pages + soft cover
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REF P0139 
PICTURE BOOKS VICTOR’S ADVENTURES 

 Millions of books sold 

 Easy texts 
 Colourful illustrations

Our 12 bestselling Victor 
adventures are now available as  
6 paperback titles containing 
2 series each! Another way to 
rediscover our famous Victor and 
his inseparable friend, Tim the 
Mouse. 
These entertaining stories are also 
a wonderful way to teach children, 
friendship, honesty and respect, 
values that characterise our  
well-known bear!

VICTOR UNIVERSE also  
available as:
- Board books 
- Seasonal books  
- Puzzle books 
- Colouring books 
- Educational & activity books 



“Welcome, children!” said Mrs. Paws, the pet shop owner.
“How can I help you?”

Sadie and Sam were so excited they could hardly get their  
words out!

“We…well. ..we…been saving our pennies…got the bus… 
we’ve…well…we’ve COME TO CHOOSE A PET!”

Mrs. Paws smiled.
“Well, children. You’ve certainly come to the right place!
I’m sure that we’ll have the perfect pet for you.”

“You first” said Sam, patting Sadie on the back.

But she STILL hadn’t quite decided.
Sadie crossed her arms.

“I don’t want a slimey snake, or a sleepy sloth, or a
grumpy camel, or even a scary spider” she explained.

Suddenly, they heard Sadie skip down the stairs, one at a time.
They all hid and kept as quiet as they could, until Sadie
flung open the kitchen door.

“Surprise, surprise!” they all cheered, and went to give the
birthday girl a ‘Fun Street Friend’ hug. They had a dance to
Sadie’s favourite song, then all sat down to tuck in
to the blueberry pancakes.

“They’re delicious!” grinned Sadie. Everyone agreed!

One by one, Sadie began to open her cards and presents.

There was an amazing kite from Sam, and fantastic
football boots from Jazz.

“Thanks guys! They’re beautifully wrapped too!”,
said Sadie, giving Jazz a wink.

Tim had given Sadie an awesome bat and ball, and Carly had 
saved up and bought her friend a wonderful new tracksuit.

“They’re perfect!”, Sadie smiled, “and just look at the
decorations! You’ve all been working so hard!”

What a perfect start to the day.

Without a second thought, Carly, Tim and Jazz
chased after the runaway hat.

They sped through the grass, jumped over the fence and
hopped through the field.

It finally came to rest on the branch of a tree,
and stretching to their tip-toes on Tim’s shell they JUST

managed to reach the missing hat.

“Phew!” panted Tim.

“That was close!” puffed Carly.

“WE DID IT!” cried Jazz, “but take a look at us now!”

The Fun Street Friends were  
covered in mud and grass stains, with twigs  
in their fur and whiskers in a right old mess!

“Oh well!” they laughed.
“I don’t think we were going to win ANYWAY!”

• 6 titles
• 164 x 240 mm
•  24 pages + 2 x 4 

endpapers + hard cover

REF P0138 
PICTURE BOOKS BEST FRIENDS FOREVER

The Fun Street Friends
Brand New Petand the

BFF 
Collection

 Collect ion

BFF 

The Fun Street Friends
Cardboard Boxand the

BFF 
Collection

 Collect ion

BFF 

The Fun Street Friends
Birthday Partyand the

BFF 
Collection

 Collect ion

BFF 

The Fun Street Friends
Scary Sleepoverand the

BFF 
Collection

 Collect ion

BFF 

The Fun Street Friends

CompetitionPerfect Petand the

BFF 
Collection

 Collect ion

BFF 

Camping Tripand the
The Fun Street Friends

BFF 
Collection

 Collect ion

BFF 
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  Colourful and expressive illustrations 

  Fun-to-read stories

  Handy format
  Highlight friendship values

BFF 
Collection  Collect ion

BFF 

True friends are never apart!
These 6 titles describe inspiring 
adventures of the FUN STREET FRIENDS: 
our lovely Sam and Sadie and their 3 pet 
friends, Jazz the Bunny, Carly the Cat and 
Tim the Tortoise. This happy bunch has 
become true “Best Friends Forever” while 
going through all kinds of imaginary and 
fantastic adventures!
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Lily the Dragonfly
Bill the Dung Beetle
Leonard the Lizard 
Greg the Jay[Petits mais utiles]

Why change a winning formula? 
After the success that our first 
8 titles have enjoyed over the last  
5 years, we have extended our 
bestselling series with another 
4 new titles. 
The original & bestselling concept 
remains identical, with stories 
recounting the adventures of 
small animals in their day-to-day 
life. 
Wonderfully illustrated, these 
lively stories are not only cute but 
also educational. Indeed, they 
reveal the usefulness of small 
creatures in nature.   

• Hard cover / soft cover

• 200 x 200 mm

• 24 pages / 20 pages 

•  Series extended to 12 titles.

•  More than 1 million copies sold in 20+ countries

•  Captivating stories with educational content

SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL!

SMALL BUT 
USEFUL (III) 
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Over time, the other beetles become intrigued: 
why do the cows never want to graze near them? 

Also why is it they don’t have much to eat while the dung beetle 
is still having a feast every day? 

Holding their noses, the beetles pay Bill a visit. 
Suddenly, everything becomes clear.

– My, how green the grass is over here! exclaims one.
– How juicy it looks! adds another.

Off the two new friends go to play the best game ever: 
who can create the biggest winter food store! Which one of them 

will be the winner?

The next day, Greg wakes to a gentle knocking sound. 
A squirrel from the neighbouring oak tree has come to say hello.
– Would you like to come out to play? the little creature asks him.
– Yes please! Greg replies.

– Where are you heading? Lily had asked, 
keen to know more about this majestic bird.
– I’m leaving to spend the winter in an oasis.
– An oasis? Lily was astonished. What’s that?
– It’s a source of fresh water in the middle of the desert,
the stork had replied.

No sooner does he poke his nose out of his hole the tomcat 
is after him, greatly enjoying his little game of hide-and-seek. 
So Leonard is constantly on the lookout to prevent himself 

falling foul of the cat.

However, ever since Rosalie brought a cat 
home, Leonard has been troubled.

Discover the adventures of Lily, the pretty little dragonfly 
with a head full of dreams. Lily takes control of her life when 

she sets out on a voyage of discovery! But her journey changes 
course when she comes across Sarah, a little girl who needs 

her help. Her life will never be the same again!

A wonderful story which also reveals 
the usefulness of small animals in nature...

AUTHOR : CLAIRE BERTHOLET
ILLUSTRATOR : MONICA PIERAZZI MITRI

IN THE SAME SERIES:
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Discover the adventures of Bill the dung beetle. 
A peculiar little beetle who whiles away his time 
in cowpats! But why is it that, where Bill lives, 
the grass is so green and the flowers flourish?
Intrigued, the other beetles set out to discover 

his secret!
A wonderful story which also reveals 

the usefulness of small animals in nature...

AUTHOR : CLAIRE BERTHOLET
ILLUSTRATOR : MONICA PIERAZZI MITRI

IN THE SAME SERIES:
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Discover the adventures of Leonard, 
the little lizard who is not as lazy as he looks! 

There has been nothing but trouble since 
the arrival of Rosalie’s cat, who simply won’t leave 

Leonard in peace! So Leonard sets out to prove his worth 
in the garden – and his efforts will be well rewarded.

A wonderful story which also reveals 
the usefulness of small animals in nature...

AUTHOR : CLAIRE BERTHOLET
ILLUSTRATOR : MONICA PIERAZZI MITRI

IN THE SAME SERIES:
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Discover the adventures of Greg, the absent-minded 
young jay who goes to spend his holidays at his grandfather’s, 
deep in the heart of a big forest. There, Greg passes the time 

building up winter food reserves with his new friend the squirrel. 
But which of them will manage to locate all their hidden 
treasures when the end of the holidays comes around?

A wonderful story which also reveals 
the usefulness of small animals in nature...

AUTHOR : CLAIRE BERTHOLET
ILLUSTRATOR : MONICA PIERAZZI MITRI

IN THE SAME SERIES:
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Lily the Dragonfly
Bill the Dung Beetle
Leonard the Lizard 
Greg the Jay[Petits mais utiles]

Why change a winning formula? 
After the success that our first 
8 titles have enjoyed over the last  
5 years, we have extended our 
bestselling series with another 
4 new titles. 
The original & bestselling concept 
remains identical, with stories 
recounting the adventures of 
small animals in their day-to-day 
life. 
Wonderfully illustrated, these 
lively stories are not only cute but 
also educational. Indeed, they 
reveal the usefulness of small 
creatures in nature.   

• Hard cover / soft cover

• 200 x 200 mm

• 24 pages / 20 pages 

•  Series extended to 12 titles.

•  More than 1 million copies sold in 20+ countries

•  Captivating stories with educational content
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Over time, the other beetles become intrigued: 
why do the cows never want to graze near them? 

Also why is it they don’t have much to eat while the dung beetle 
is still having a feast every day? 

Holding their noses, the beetles pay Bill a visit. 
Suddenly, everything becomes clear.

– My, how green the grass is over here! exclaims one.
– How juicy it looks! adds another.

Off the two new friends go to play the best game ever: 
who can create the biggest winter food store! Which one of them 

will be the winner?

The next day, Greg wakes to a gentle knocking sound. 
A squirrel from the neighbouring oak tree has come to say hello.
– Would you like to come out to play? the little creature asks him.
– Yes please! Greg replies.

– Where are you heading? Lily had asked, 
keen to know more about this majestic bird.
– I’m leaving to spend the winter in an oasis.
– An oasis? Lily was astonished. What’s that?
– It’s a source of fresh water in the middle of the desert,
the stork had replied.

No sooner does he poke his nose out of his hole the tomcat 
is after him, greatly enjoying his little game of hide-and-seek. 
So Leonard is constantly on the lookout to prevent himself 

falling foul of the cat.

However, ever since Rosalie brought a cat 
home, Leonard has been troubled.

Discover the adventures of Lily, the pretty little dragonfly 
with a head full of dreams. Lily takes control of her life when 

she sets out on a voyage of discovery! But her journey changes 
course when she comes across Sarah, a little girl who needs 

her help. Her life will never be the same again!

A wonderful story which also reveals 
the usefulness of small animals in nature...

AUTHOR : CLAIRE BERTHOLET
ILLUSTRATOR : MONICA PIERAZZI MITRI
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Discover the adventures of Bill the dung beetle. 
A peculiar little beetle who whiles away his time 
in cowpats! But why is it that, where Bill lives, 
the grass is so green and the flowers flourish?
Intrigued, the other beetles set out to discover 

his secret!
A wonderful story which also reveals 

the usefulness of small animals in nature...

AUTHOR : CLAIRE BERTHOLET
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Discover the adventures of Leonard, 
the little lizard who is not as lazy as he looks! 

There has been nothing but trouble since 
the arrival of Rosalie’s cat, who simply won’t leave 

Leonard in peace! So Leonard sets out to prove his worth 
in the garden – and his efforts will be well rewarded.

A wonderful story which also reveals 
the usefulness of small animals in nature...

AUTHOR : CLAIRE BERTHOLET
ILLUSTRATOR : MONICA PIERAZZI MITRI
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Discover the adventures of Greg, the absent-minded 
young jay who goes to spend his holidays at his grandfather’s, 
deep in the heart of a big forest. There, Greg passes the time 

building up winter food reserves with his new friend the squirrel. 
But which of them will manage to locate all their hidden 
treasures when the end of the holidays comes around?

A wonderful story which also reveals 
the usefulness of small animals in nature...

AUTHOR : CLAIRE BERTHOLET
ILLUSTRATOR : MONICA PIERAZZI MITRI
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Lily the Dragonfly
Bill the Dung Beetle
Leonard the Lizard 
Greg the Jay[Petits mais utiles]

Why change a winning formula? 
After the success that our first 
8 titles have enjoyed over the last  
5 years, we have extended our 
bestselling series with another 
4 new titles. 
The original & bestselling concept 
remains identical, with stories 
recounting the adventures of 
small animals in their day-to-day 
life. 
Wonderfully illustrated, these 
lively stories are not only cute but 
also educational. Indeed, they 
reveal the usefulness of small 
creatures in nature.   

• Hard cover / soft cover

• 200 x 200 mm

• 24 pages / 20 pages 

•  Series extended to 12 titles.

•  More than 1 million copies sold in 20+ countries

•  Captivating stories with educational content

SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL!

SMALL BUT 
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Over time, the other beetles become intrigued: 
why do the cows never want to graze near them? 

Also why is it they don’t have much to eat while the dung beetle 
is still having a feast every day? 

Holding their noses, the beetles pay Bill a visit. 
Suddenly, everything becomes clear.

– My, how green the grass is over here! exclaims one.
– How juicy it looks! adds another.

Off the two new friends go to play the best game ever: 
who can create the biggest winter food store! Which one of them 

will be the winner?

The next day, Greg wakes to a gentle knocking sound. 
A squirrel from the neighbouring oak tree has come to say hello.
– Would you like to come out to play? the little creature asks him.
– Yes please! Greg replies.

– Where are you heading? Lily had asked, 
keen to know more about this majestic bird.
– I’m leaving to spend the winter in an oasis.
– An oasis? Lily was astonished. What’s that?
– It’s a source of fresh water in the middle of the desert,
the stork had replied.

No sooner does he poke his nose out of his hole the tomcat 
is after him, greatly enjoying his little game of hide-and-seek. 
So Leonard is constantly on the lookout to prevent himself 

falling foul of the cat.

However, ever since Rosalie brought a cat 
home, Leonard has been troubled.

Discover the adventures of Lily, the pretty little dragonfly 
with a head full of dreams. Lily takes control of her life when 

she sets out on a voyage of discovery! But her journey changes 
course when she comes across Sarah, a little girl who needs 

her help. Her life will never be the same again!

A wonderful story which also reveals 
the usefulness of small animals in nature...

AUTHOR : CLAIRE BERTHOLET
ILLUSTRATOR : MONICA PIERAZZI MITRI

IN THE SAME SERIES:
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Discover the adventures of Bill the dung beetle. 
A peculiar little beetle who whiles away his time 
in cowpats! But why is it that, where Bill lives, 
the grass is so green and the flowers flourish?
Intrigued, the other beetles set out to discover 

his secret!
A wonderful story which also reveals 

the usefulness of small animals in nature...

AUTHOR : CLAIRE BERTHOLET
ILLUSTRATOR : MONICA PIERAZZI MITRI
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Discover the adventures of Leonard, 
the little lizard who is not as lazy as he looks! 

There has been nothing but trouble since 
the arrival of Rosalie’s cat, who simply won’t leave 

Leonard in peace! So Leonard sets out to prove his worth 
in the garden – and his efforts will be well rewarded.

A wonderful story which also reveals 
the usefulness of small animals in nature...

AUTHOR : CLAIRE BERTHOLET
ILLUSTRATOR : MONICA PIERAZZI MITRI
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Discover the adventures of Greg, the absent-minded 
young jay who goes to spend his holidays at his grandfather’s, 
deep in the heart of a big forest. There, Greg passes the time 

building up winter food reserves with his new friend the squirrel. 
But which of them will manage to locate all their hidden 
treasures when the end of the holidays comes around?

A wonderful story which also reveals 
the usefulness of small animals in nature...

AUTHOR : CLAIRE BERTHOLET
ILLUSTRATOR : MONICA PIERAZZI MITRI
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After the success of our recent educational 
board book series, Martin the rabbit is back 
in 4 new original stories! Whether it is while 
creating a vegetable garden or facing a huge 
storm, Martin and his friends will have to learn 
to live together during the course of their 
adventures. Fun and compelling stories, always 
accompanied by educational concepts.

Martin's  
New Adventures

Martin's Adventures

Les nouvelles aventures de Martin [ref. P0123]
4 titles of 32 pages

Trimmed size: 
195 x 220 mm.

Extent: 
32 pages + cover

Inside pages: 
4/4 on white coated  
paper 150 gsm. 

Cover: 
4/0 + glossy lamination 1/0 on 
white coated paper 130 gsm.

Binding: 
casebound sewn – selfending – 
flat spine – 3 mm. grey board

PICTURE 
BOOKS
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Princesses, Fairies, Witches 
and Pirates: these popular 
themes always capture the 
imagination of all children! 
This new collection features 
wonderful stories not quite like 
any other. Combining magic, 
adventure and humour, 
they are surprising and full 
of originality. Accompanied 
by beautiful illustrations, 
discover this 3 titles made of 
dreams and pleasures! The 
padded covers with matt and 
shiny treatment complete a 
unique reading experience!  

10 Stories
10 histoires [ref. P0122]

3 titles of 72 pages

Trimmed size: 
207 x 265 mm.

Extent: 
64 pages + 2 x 4 endpapers  
+ cover

Inside pages: 
4/4 on white glossy coated  
paper 150 gsm.  

Cover: 
4/0 + matt lamination  
+ UV spot varnish 1/0  
on coated paper 128 gsm.

Binding: 
padded casebound – sewn –  
3 mm. grey board + 4 mm. padding 
– 2 x 4 endpapers – flat spine

The Fairies’ Academy

From the age of five, all little girls in the Fairy Kingdom 

attend classes at the Golden Wand Academy, where they 

learn how to fly, make dewdrops, and use their magic wands; in 

short, everything they need know to become top-notch fairies.

One morning, the teacher announces:

“Right, children, today we are going to practise casting spells! 

Melissa, please turn this crayon into an insect!”

The little fairy racks her brains, trying to remember the spell.

“Transformus... teacherus cricketus!”

Oh dear, she has cast the wrong spell! Poof ! 
It is not the crayon but Miss Petronella that begins to shrink, 

growing smaller and smaller until she is almost invisible  

– and finally, is replaced by a tiny, jumping cricket! Terrified, the 

little fairies begin to sob. 

“Melissa, what have you done?” cries Siderella.

The next morning, Miss Petronella does not come to class.  

It will take a long time – and many magic potions – for her to 

reverse this particular spell... 

20

21

Tortoise Rock
Mary-Louise is over the moon; pirate school has finished 

for the summer, and her cousin Tommy is about to arrive 

A bell rings out across the harbour; the mid-day ship has docked.

“Mary-Louise, hurry up!”

“Please, Mum, call me Gigi,” protests the little girl, adjusting her 

three-pointed pirate’s hat.

Down on the quay, Gigi throws her arms around Tommy, while

her little dog Lookout jumps up and down, yapping excitedly.

“Let’s go and play on the beach!”

By the water, Lookout runs about chasing crabs. Suddenly, as he 

is digging in the sand, he uncovers a scroll covered in drawings.

“Wow, a treasure map!”  
cries Gigi.
“Look, there is a cross by that rock, the one that looks like a 

crouching cat,” says Tommy.

“It looks more like a tortoise to me,” says Gigi.

“No, no, it’s a cat...”

Their squabbling catches Captain Gangplank’s attention, and his 

eye falls on the map Gigi is holding.

“Ho, ho, ho,” he chuckles, “I think my luck has finally turned!”

8

9

The Maharani of Jaipur

During the last century, in the Indian province of 

Rajasthan, Deva fell in love with the maharaja 

of Jaipur. However, she was not willing to give up her  

freedom to become a princess – and so she cut off her  

long hair the day before the wedding!

“What have you done, Deva?” asked her prince.  

“Now you cannot wear flowers in your hair.” 

Never mind the flowers,

Deva preferred her hair short!

The next day, when the maharaja gave her a married woman’s  

sari to wear, Deva threw it into a chest... and jumped into her 

trousers. 
“I’d like to go into town,” she announced.

“No problem, I will saddle an elephant for you.”

“But why not a tortoise? Oh – no, it would take too long!” 

In the end, she took neither an elephant nor a tortoise 

– instead, she learned to drive her husband’s car.

20
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2 new titles
200 x 200 mm

Hard cover
32 pages

•  Amazing journey collection
(now 6 titles in total)

• Educational stories
• Hard cover

with
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Bai
Simon

An irresistible collection about animal migrations,
with splendid illustrations…

Accompany Bai the Asian elephant as he sets out
on a long and adventurous journey in search of food.
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Story: Claire Bertholet

English translation:
Joanna Neville

Illustrations: DGPH Studio

Layout: Tania de Brito
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An irresistible collection about animal migrations,
with splendid illustrations…

Accompany Simon the salmon as he sets out on a long
and adventurous journey back to the river where he was born.
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Story: Claire Bertholet

English translation:
Joanna Neville

Illustrations: DGPH Studio

Layout: Tania de Brito
P0111
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The elephants continue on through the village.  
They walk up a street lined with shops.  

Bai is fascinated, but Feng is a little anxious  
faced with all these new things.

All around, people stare at them in wonder  
as the ground trembles beneath their feet.
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An irresistible collection about animal migrations,  
with splendid illustrations…

Follow Tara the sea turtle as she goes on a long voyage full of adventures  
to the beach where she was born…
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Story & illustrations:  
Monica Pierazzi Mitri

Layout :  
Tania de Brito
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An irresistible collection about animal migrations, 
with splendid illustrations…

Follow Max the penguin as he goes on a long voyage full of adventures,
at the end of which he finds his great love…
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Layout : 
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An irresistible collection about animal migrations,  
with splendid illustrations…

Follow Cindy the stork as she goes on a long voyage  
full of adventures to warmer lands…
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An irresistible collection about animal migrations,  
with splendid illustrations…

Follow Zaki the zebra  as he goes on a long voyage  
in search of more abundant food…
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Layout :  
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4 OTHER THEMES:

“I wish I could swim in the ocean,” one of the farmed salmon says 
with a sigh. Simon explains that life in the wild is not always easy: 
“Like all wild salmon, we have to lay our eggs in the same place we 

ourselves were born – in a river far, far away.”

  The next morning, Simon, Marian and their friends finally set 
out on their long expedition. They will have to travel thousands 

of kilometres.
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What child has never dreamt 
of being an adventurer? 
This lovely series of 4 titles 
describes the imaginary and 
fantastic journeys of a little 
boy and a little girl, Jack and 
Maddie, always accompanied 
by Poko, their funny parrot. 
Short stories with beautiful 
illustrations that will transport 
our young readers into the 
world of budding adventurers. 

mY BEsT FRiEnD JAck & mADDiE  

BuDDinG ADVEnTuRERs

Jack & Madie - Aventuriers en herbe [P0105]

Foreseen  
publication date: 

January 2013 

Material deadline: 
 August 2012

5

Trimmed size: 

195 x 220 mm. 

Extent: 

32 pages + cover

Inside pages:

4/4 on glossy coated paper 

150 gsm.

Cover:
4/0 + glossy lamination on 

coated paper 130 gsm.

Binding:

Casebound sewn –  

selfending – flat spine –  

3 mm. grey board

Picture books

4 titles of 32 pages
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1 bind-up of 216 pages
+ 4 titles of 56 pages 

Trimmed size:  
210 x 297 mm.
Extent:  
56 pages + cover
Inside pages:  
4/4 on white glossy coated 
paper 150 gsm.
Cover:  
4/0 + glossy lamination  
1/0 on white coated  
paper 128 gsm.
Binding:  
Casebound - sewn -  
3 mm. grey board

Foreseen  
publication date: 

September 2014 

Deadline for material: 
1st of April 2014

365 Bedtime Stories
365 Histoires pour rêver [ref. P0098]

This title is a collection of 
short and beautiful stories. 
It will make every young 
child dream, imagine, 
discover, escape… a real 
enchantment. These little 
stories, full of imagination 
and each of them 
wonderfully illustrated 
can be read or told in a 
few minutes in the evening 
to become part of a joyful 
sharing bedtime ritual. 
This compilation of stories 
comes either as a single 
title for the entire year or 
as a series of 4.
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quality of this dummy.
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This book is a collection of beautiful stories to make you dream, imagine, discover, 
escape, be inspired and enjoy. Almost 100 stories that can be read or told in a few minutes in the evening, to the great delight of all children! 

These stories, full of imagination and wonderfully illustrated will become part of a joyful sharing bedtime ritual.

4 titles in this collection:

Illustrations and Layout: Elen Lescoat
Authors: Claire Bertholet, Sally-Ann Hopwood, Lenia Major, Jacques Bilstein, Michael Espinosa, Claire Grémont
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Illustrations and Layout: Elen Lescoat

Authors: Claire Bertholet, Sally-Ann Hopwood, Lenia Major, 

Jacques Bilstein, Michael Espinosa, Claire Grémont

This book is a collection of beautiful stories to make you dream, imagine, discover, 

escape, be inspired and enjoy. Almost 100 stories that can be read or told 

in a few minutes in the evening, to the great delight of all children! 

These stories, full of imagination and wonderfully illustrated 

will become part of a joyful sharing bedtime ritual.

4 titles in this collection:
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Friends

Today, Pic the hen has invited her best friend to have tea with her. She spent all day 
preparing her little party: Lovely tablemats, porcelain cups and delicious sesame seed 
biscuits. When Pic the hen’s friend knocked on her door that afternoon, the henhouse 
was abandoned: There were no cocks or chicks or turkeys and not even the shadow 
of a feather!
It must be said that Bernard, Pic’s best friend is a fox! But, as Pic the hen had not 
been eaten, the entire henhouse came to drink tea at her house.

Spring in the orchard

Maud and Hugo were walking in the orchard looking at the fruit trees.
“The buds will open soon!” explained Hugo. “Spring is a marvellous season.”
“A snake!” cried Maud suddenly, pointing at the ground.
Hugo burst out laughing, kneeled down and grabbed an old piece of rope.
“I thought that…” his cousin began, her cheeks ablaze.
“Don’t worry. I won’t tell anybody!” Our friend assured her.
“That ‘terrible snake’ will remain a secret between you and me.”

An excellent cheese for the figure

In the Mice family, there was Zumba and her brothers and sisters. Zumba spent a lot 

of time washing, she was careful about her figure and only nibbled a few grains and 

crumbs.

“I want to remain the most beautiful and slimmest mouse in the neighbourhood,”  

she repeated ceaselessly.

One day, one of her brothers shouted:

“Come quickly! I’ve found some swiss cheese!”

All the mice rushed towards the delicious piece of cheese. Zumba took the time  

to smooth down her fur and check the state of her claws. When she arrived, there 

was none left.

“Oh, you haven’t left any for me,” she complained.

“Yes we did! As you are always on a diet, we have saved you… the holes!”

Welcome

32

 The Shivering Scarecrow
The farmer made a scarecrow to keep the birds away from 

his field. But he was so handsome with his velvet trousers, 

woollen shirt and straw hat, that he didn’t scare the birds 

at all. They landed on his arms and one by one, they flew 

off with the pieces of straw that were lining him, to build 

their nests. The scarecrow began to shiver. When the 

hedgehog and the squirrel saw him like that, chilled to the 

bone, they decided to help him. They gathered some dead 

leaves and filled his clothes, not to forget the hat. So well 

padded, the scarecrow was prepared to face the winter!

20

A cake rises too much
Patrice the pastry cook made delicious cakes. His tarts and cakes delighted the sweet toothed. But Patrice was very absent-minded.  One morning when he was making a little  cake, he poured in a whole pot of yeast  instead of a thimbleful. He placed the cake  in the oven to bake and went to take a nap.  But the cake started to rise and rise, inflating  like a balloon, and spread right through the house, which took off and flew away!  Then Patrice work up. There was only one  way he could bring the house gently back  down to the ground: By eating his cake little bite by little bite...

The storm

That morning, Barnacle the pirate was worried. The sky was charged with heavy grey 

clouds. A storm was approaching. A bit later, the ship was taken by the high waves 
and the thunder and lightening pierced the sky. Suddenly, a gust of wind carried  
the main sail away.
“What are we going to do?” Said Barnacle in despair.“I’ve got an idea, captain,” announced Mat smiling.“Wait for me!”
Then the cabin boy went into all  the cabins and when he returned  to the bridge, his arms were full of  the crew’s sheets.

“If we tie them all together,  these sheets will make  a perfect sail!”
So it was and the vessel was  saved thanks to Mat the cabin boy!

45
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The creation of the world, the great fl ood, the Tower of Babel, the sacrifi ce 

of Isaac, the birth of Moses, the Red Sea crossing, the Ten Commandments, 

David’s fi ght against Goliath, the rescue of Jonah by the whale, 

etc. The greatest accounts of the Old Testament 

are gathered together in this work. They are told 

in a simple, lively manner and are wonderfully

illustrated.
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The creation of the world
In the beginning, there was nothing! Just a huge dark, cold void with no life.  

One day, a very long time ago, several million years ago, God created  
heaven and Earth. It took a very long time to create life on Earth,  
we don’t know how long. A day could mean millions of years! 

On the first day, God created light and separated it from darkness. 
He called the light “day” and the darkness “night.”

On the second day, God separated the waters.  
The waters above the firmament were called  

“the sky,”  (clouds, rain...).

On the third day, God gathered together all the waters below into a single 
mass and the land appeared. The land was named “earth” and the mass of 
water “the seas.” The same day, He created all sorts of trees bearing seeds  

and fruit, all kinds of grasses, plants and greenery.

On the fourth day, God created the sun to light up the day on all sides  
of the world, He created the stars and the moon to light up the night.

Picture books

The Greatest Bible Stories 
of the Old Testament

1 title of 208 pages

Hard cover sewn La Bible [P0097]

Trimmed size:  

210 x 297 mm. portrait

Extent:  
208 pages + cover

Inside pages: 

4/4 on glossy coated paper 150 gsm.

Cover:  
4/0 + glossy lamination 1/0  

on coated paper 130 gsm.

Binding: 
Case bound sewn – flat spine –  

3 mm. cases – selfending
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The greatest book in the world 
and the most widely read, made 
accessible to every child.

The creation of the world, the great 
flood, the Tower of Babel, the birth 
of Moses, the Red Sea crossing, 
the Ten Commandments, David's 
fight against Goliath, etc. 

The greatest accounts of the Old 
Testament are gathered in this 
work. They are told in a simple, 
lively manner and are wonderfully 
illustrated. 
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On the fifth day, God created living beings:  
all kinds of fish, sea serpents and beings that abound in the sea  

and all sorts of birds and winged beings in the sky. 

God blessed them and said: 
 «Multiply and fill the water 

and the air.”

On the sixth day, God created all sorts of animals on the land, livestock, 
creatures and wild beasts and told them to multiply and fill the Earth. 
God created man in his image. 
God created man and woman. 

God blessed them and said to them: 
«Fill the Earth and multiply.  

You will be the masters of all living beings  
in the sky, on the land and in the sea.”

God gave mankind all of nature, the flora and fauna, the fruit and all sorts  
of plants for food.

God blessed the seventh day and saw that His creation was completed. 
Thus, the sky and the land and all the living beings were created. 
God gave life in abundance to make each living being happy. 
God had given everything, the best of Himself.

14

15

ParadiseThe fi rst man was called “Adam,” which means “born of the earth” and 

the fi rst woman was named “Eve,” which means “the living one.” 

God placed them in a marvellous and splendid garden: the garden of Eden, 

which contained thousands of species of trees that were beautiful to look at 

and lots of fruit that was good to eat, a multitude of fl owers of all colours 

and plants and animals, as well as a gigantic, magnifi cent and marvellous 

tree in the middle: The tree of knowledge of good and evil, which looked 

like a splendid apple tree. God forbade Adam from eating the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good 

and evil and told him that if he ate one of its fruits, he would die!

16 17

Leaving the Arc
God told Noah to leave the Arc with his wife, his sons and his son’s wives,  
as well as all the other living beings!

Noah sent out all the animals, birds and livestock that walked on the land. 
Hundreds of animals left: elephants, tigers, lions, giraffes, snakes, zebras, 
lizards, horses, hippopotamuses, monkeys, antelopes, bears... 

and many others. Noah built a prayer altar to thank God for having saved 
them all from the Flood. God decided to allow the living creatures to live, 
forever. He promised to show them pity, even if they behaved badly.




